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Abstract — This paper proposes an innovative method for 

power consumption measurement in microcontroller based 

systems, which provides high accuracy on a wide dynamic 

range of current values, resulting particularly suitable for all 

those applications characterized by alternating low/high-power 

modes and fast current variations. We demonstrate that using 

an op-amp based voltage feedback configuration, it is possible 

to use shunt resistor values higher than usual to obtain 

increased voltage drops without affecting the microcontroller’s 

power supply voltage. Consequently, it is possible to directly 

use a DAQ board to acquire the shunt voltage, eliminating all 

those common errors, like offset and gain, due to the use of an 

additional intermediate amplification stage. The proposed 

scheme has been successfully used to accurately characterize 

the power consumption of a single sensor node of a Wireless 

Sensor Network (WSN). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Internet of Things becomes every day more and more 

close. Whereas at present it is estimated that 99.4 % of the 

existing objects is yet unconnected (only 1010 of 1.5∙1012) [1], 

in the coming years it is expected a widespread distribution 

of network-connected devices, with a forecast of volumes 

that would justify the name, that some have attributed to, as 

Internet of Everything. 

Bearing in mind the actual price of most microcontrollers 

[2] as well as of most common sensors, the lower limit to the 

cost of a remote measurement node is often dictated by the 

use of communication modules employing proprietary 

protocols, whose impact on the overall cost of the sensor 

node can vary from 50 % up to 90 %. On the other hand, more 

computational power becomes available with affordable 

costs, which extends the number of applications and 

algorithms that can be implemented on WSNs, such as image 

processing, surveillance, remote metering and industrial 

process control [3]-[9]. 

In this scenario, extremely low-power electronics are 

turning from desirable to mandatory and designers are 

requested to face a daily challenge in order to make the sensor 

nodes expected life specifications met. This goal is typically 

achieved by selecting the most appropriate components, by 

optimizing the code to reduce consumptions to a minimum 

and by managing the power supply of the devices’ modules 

in a smart manner, for example by turning off the ADC and 

other modules except when required. But often the energy 

demand is still too high in the long run and, while waiting for 

the next generation of lithium-based batteries or new 

supercapacitors, the need for high capacity and durable 

batteries is being partially overcome by the spread of 

solutions for energy harvesting, which would allow to 

mitigate recharging issues in a world permeated by energy-

hungry devices. 

However, each of these solutions has to pass through a 

careful energy budget analysis. Often, is not possible to 

perform accurate simulations in order to balance the available 

or the harvestable energy with the requested one and, 

therefore, a precise experimental measurement of all time-

variant contributions is required. 

In this paper we propose a measurement scheme to fully 

characterize the dynamic current consumption of devices 

which alternate phases of extremely low consumption with 

phases in which higher currents flow through the load, with 

fast transitions. This is typical of microcontroller-based 

applications, especially those related to WSNs. The paper is 

structured as follows. In Sec. II the measurement principle is 

explained and compared with other methods. The 

implementation of the proposed approach is detailed in Sec. 

III, where simulations have been used to finely tune and 

verify the design. In Sec. IV, the experimental verification 

and comparison with other approaches in controlled test 

conditions is shown. Finally, in Sec. V, we report and 

compare power consumption measurements on one sensor 

node of the multipurpose WSN described in [10] and we 

propose an effective battery-consumption design formula. 

II. MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLE 

There are several well-known techniques to measure 

currents in low-power applications. A wide compendium can 



be found in [11]-[13]. The measurement of average powers 

integrated in relatively large observation windows can 

practically be performed by using inexpensive digital 

multimeters [14][15]; a circuit topology using a current 

mirror and a capacitor is also known [16]. However, when 

fast current transitions should be observed, the technique 

generally used consists in high-rate sampling of the voltage 

of a shunt resistor; a different approach, proposed in [17], 

gives the per-cycle energy consumption of a CMOS 

microprocessor by measuring with a 60 MSPS 16-bit ADC 

the voltage drop of switched capacitors. 

The simplest method (Fig. 1a) to measure the electrical 

current IL flowing in a load consists in measuring the voltage 

drop VSh  across a shunt resistor RSh connected in series 

between the power supply VS and the same load, which is the 

approach followed in [18]-[20]. The shunt current 𝐼𝑆ℎ =
𝑉𝑆ℎ/𝑅𝑆ℎ is equal to IL less than a generally negligible 

difference due to the finite impedance and bias current of the 

voltmeter.  

However this measurement scheme has a great limit: as the 

current increases, the shunt voltage also increases, decreasing 

the voltage on the load. When dealing with active loads like 

microcontrollers, this can lead to a measurement error due to 

the dependence of the supply current with the device 

operating voltage as for the case of the Atmel ATmega328P 

[21]. 

A possible solution is to use a current mirror [22], though 

it introduces a current copying error that may not be 

negligible over the entire measurement range. Another 

common approach (Fig. 1b), abbreviated here as “shunt + 

INA”, consists in using a smaller shunt resistor 𝑅𝐼𝑁𝐴 to limit 

the related voltage drop and an instrumentation amplifier 

(INA) or operational amplifier to read the small shunt 

voltage, amplifying it by a given factor G [19], [23], [24]. It 

is 𝑉𝐼𝑁𝐴 ≅ 𝐺 𝐼𝐿𝑅𝐼𝑁𝐴 + 𝑂, where O is the offset introduced by 

the amplifier. However, in this case the so derived current 

measurement uncertainty is affected also by the uncertainties 

in the determination of the offset, uO , and of the gain uG. 

Although this scheme has a lower impact on the load 

operating voltage, it still introduces new limiting factors, 

such as reduced bandwidth and input offset voltage. The 

former of course limits the frequency of observable signals, 

whereas the latter, if not accurately compensated, can make 

small currents measurement impossible. Indeed, since the 

input offset voltage of the instrumentation amplifier is 

typically in the range of tenth to hundreds of microvolts, it is 

mostly unfeasible to accurately read current values spread 

over several orders of magnitude, from tens of milliamps of 

a microcontroller in operating mode to a handful of 

microampere of a microcontroller in power-down state. 

In order to overcome these limitations, we propose to use, 

for a different purpose, a modification of a well-known 

circuital topology that is at the base of constant current 

sources. The op-amp-based voltage-controlled current 

generator (Fig. 2a) is largely used to easily create a current 

sink/source, since its voltage follower configuration forces 

the input voltage over a known resistor R, so to generate the 

desired current. 

Exploiting the ability of the virtual short-circuit between 

terminals to maintain a fixed potential approximately equal 

to VS at the op-amp inverting input, we put the load in place 

of R so to fix its operating voltage to a given value 𝑉𝐿 ≅ 𝑉𝑆. 

We then placed the shunt resistor RFB in series with this node 

(Fig. 2b), whose voltage will add up to the load operating 

voltage. In this paper, we abbreviate this scheme as “shunt + 

feedback”. This scheme can be seen also as a modification of 

the so called feedback ammeter [11], from which it differs for 

several aspects: the choose of a non-zero reference voltage, 

the measurement of the output as the voltage drop of the 

shunt resistor, and the presence of a transistor to control 

higher currents. 

The clear advantage is thus to untie the tradeoff between 

the need to use larger resistors to detect small currents, and 

the necessity of not altering the voltage on the load, which 

would result in a perturbation of its operating condition and 

of its power consumption. In addition, in this configuration 

the op-amp input offset no longer affects the detectability of 

small currents, since it affects only the accuracy of the 

voltage imposed to the load. Clearly the power supply voltage 

𝑉𝐶𝐶  of this circuit should be greater than VL to assure proper 

operation of op-amp and transistor and (similarly to the other 

methods) should take into account the voltage drop VSh on the 

shunt resistor. It should be noted that the use of higher supply 

voltages might be problematic for battery operation of WSN 

nodes; it is perfectly compatible, instead, during the design 

and characterization phase of nodes, when bench-top power 

supplies can be used. In addition, it should also be considered 

that it would be unfeasible in most cases for a sensor node to 

have available a dedicated high-precision and high-speed 

ADC for the real-time monitoring of its power consumptions, 

not mentioning the required storage space and computational 

power. 

The op-amp model should be chosen in order to provide a 

sufficient bandwidth with respect to load current variations, 

a negligible input bias current with respect to the smallest 

expected load current and it should have rail-to-rail output to 

assure MOSFET gate driving capability. 

III. MEASUREMENT CIRCUIT DESIGN AND SIMULATION 

The proposed method in Fig. 2b is, however, subject to the 

onset of oscillations due to the continuous change of the 

transistor bias point while the current drained by the load 

varies. The equivalent impedance of the load, especially in 

presence of large capacitive loads, interacts with the feedback 

loop, promoting the spreading of unwanted resonances that 

must be suppressed.  

The design process has been conducted making use of 

PSpice tools for parametric simulations, in order to find the 

best values of compensation capacitors that provide stability 

over the range of interest. 



The final circuit is reported in Fig. 3, where a resistor and 

two capacitors have been added to suppress the undesired 

oscillations in the working current range, which is 1 μA to 

𝐼𝑀𝐴𝑋 = 30 mA for the sensor node described in [10], with 

capacitive load up to 10 nF. The current range is shown in the 

simulation of Fig. 4, where the vertical line denotes the 

maximum current such that 𝑉𝐿 remains nearly constant, 𝐼𝐿 ∝
1/𝑅 and the MOSFET remains in the saturation region. The 

derivative of 𝐼𝐿  with respect to 𝑅, which is proportional to 

1/𝑅2, is also shown to emphasize the useful operating range. 

The chosen field-effect transistor was an NXP SI2302DS 

N-channel enhancement mode, which ensures fast switching 

time, a minimum threshold voltage Vth = 0.45 V and DC 

current drive capability up to 0.7 A. When dimensioning the 

circuit for a given maximum load current 𝐼𝑀𝐴𝑋, it is important 

that the resistors in Fig. 3 are chosen such that the voltage 

drop is compatible with the operation of the MOSFET in 

saturation mode, which gives constraints on gate-source 

voltage 𝑉𝐺𝑆 and on drain-source voltage 𝑉𝐷𝑆. In particular, 

the gate voltage 𝑉𝐺, which cannot exceed 𝑉𝐶𝐶  if a rail-to-rail 

op-amp is used, should be such that 𝑉𝑡ℎ < 𝑉𝐺𝑆, where 𝑉𝐺𝑆 =
𝑉𝐺 − 𝑉𝐿 − 𝑅𝐹𝐵 ∙ 𝐼𝐿 . Moreover 𝑉𝐷𝑆, which can be calculated 

as 𝑉𝐷𝑆 = 𝑉𝐶𝐶 − 𝑉𝐿 − (𝑅𝐹𝐵 + 𝑅𝐷) ∙ 𝐼𝐿 should be greater than 

the minimum value 𝑉𝐷𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛 that can sustain the current 𝐼𝑀𝐴𝑋. 

The previous constraints are synthetized as: 
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As regards the op-amp, we chose an electrometer-grade 

amplifier by Texas Instruments, model LMP7721. It assures 

an ultra-low input bias current of 3 fA (max 5 pA in all 

conditions) which is negligible when compared even on the 

smallest expected current flowing in the load. Moreover, it 

has a small input voltage noise of only 6.5 nV/√Hz, a wide-

gain bandwidth GBW = 17 MHz, an average slew rate SR = 

10 V/μs and output swing capabilities very close to rails, 

about 30 mV from positive and negative rails. 

A simulation of transients has been conducted by 

switching a voltage-controlled resistor emulating a real load 

varying from low to high consumption mode. The resistance 

range in the simulation was [110, 3.3e6] Ω , which, for the 

given load voltage of 3.3 V, corresponds to the DC linear 

current range previously identified. The signal applied to the 

voltage-controlled resistor is a square wave with a rise/fall 

time tr = 500 ns, a delay td = 10 μs, a period of 200 μs and a 

duty cycle δ = 0.5. The results for two different capacitive 

loads, CL = 1 nF and CL = 16 nF, are reported in Fig. 5. 

As can be seen, for the larger value of capacitive load, an 

oscillation appears which, however, is dampened in a short 

time. It should be noted that, in several applications, the 

integral of the current is important in order to obtain the total 

charge or the energy of a given event, hence a small 

oscillation does not affect significantly the final result, as 

long as the DUT operation is not compromised. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION 

In this section an experimental comparison is presented of 

each one of the three methods, “shunt”, “shunt + INA” and 

“shunt + feedback” listed in Sec. II. Here we measure a 

current that is purposely controlled, while in Sec. V the 

current is sourced to an actual WSN node. The circuit 

validation has been performed in two different conditions, a 

static and a dynamic one, similarly to the simulations 

described in the previous section. 

The operating voltage of the load was set to 𝑉𝐿 ≅ 𝑉𝑆 = 3.3 

V. 

For the instrumentation amplifier based method, we 

selected the INA225, a programmable-gain voltage-output 

current-shunt monitor by Texas Instruments, with a 

bandwidth of up to 250 kHz and a maximum gain error eG = 

± 0.3 %. 

Shunt and load voltages have been measured using a NI 

USB-6361 X Series DAQ board by National Instruments, 

with eight 16-bit fully differential analog input channels able 

to provide sample rates up to 2 MS/s for single-channel 

acquisitions and up to 0.5 MS/ch/s for two-channel 

acquisitions [26]. 

Before proceeding with the tests, we accurately performed 

a 4-wire shunt resistance measurement for each of the three 

methods using a 3458A 8½ Digit - Digital Multimeter by 

Agilent Technologies, which has a maximum sensitivity of 

10 μΩ. The resistance values are given in TABLE I. , 

measured with an integration time of 4 s, corresponding to a 

Number of Power Line Cycles NPLC = 200. 

A. Static Test 

In order to compare the three methods for different 

currents flowing in a load we selected five different load 

resistors with nominal values logarithmically spread over the 

DC linear range defined in the previous section. A 4-wire 

measurement of their value, similarly to the shunt resistors 

measurement, has been conducted and results are reported in 

TABLE II. for the sake of clarity. 

The compared measurement schemes are described in 

Figs. 1 and 2. For each scheme, the test procedure consists in 

the following steps: (i) change the load resistor; (ii) wait 10 s 

to assure that no transient behavior is present; (iii) perform 1 

s data acquisition at 10 kS/s to measure voltages across both 

the shunt and load resistors. In order to maximize the input 

resolution for each method, a different input range and hence 

a different DAQ internal gain has been set for each method, 

according to the maximum expected voltage (see TABLE III. 

).  

The sampling frequency of the NI-USB-6361 DAQ for the 

static test has been kept deliberately low to ensure sufficient 

settling time in the multi-channel acquisitions with non-



simultaneous sampling, where the analog font-end may 

change its gain while scanning channels having different 

voltages and source impedances [26]. 

The results of Fig. 6 have been obtained by comparing the 

expected values 𝐼𝐿  of the current flowing in the load with the 

current ISh flowing in the shunt, for each value RLn in TABLE 

II. For the scheme in which only the shunt is used, it is 
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where VL and VSh are respectively the measured voltage 

across the load and the shunt resistor. For the other schemes, 

the calculation of 𝐼𝑆ℎ changes accordingly to the conversion 

factor indicated in TABLE III.  The proposed method shows 

excellent accordance with the expected values of the current 

flowing in the load, with reduced errors compared to the other 

methods. It has also the clear advantage of maintaining 𝑉𝐿 

fixed to VS for all the values of current in the load, as is 

illustrated in Fig. 7. 

In should be noted from Fig. 6 that the “shunt + INA” 

method produces higher relative errors due to gain error, 

offset error and output swing of the amplifier, the last two 

factors being particularly significant when small currents, 

corresponding to high load resistances, are considered. The 

errors of the “shunt + feedback” and “shunt only” methods 

are mainly due to the errors of shunt resistance and shunt 

voltage measurements. Instead, the feedback design and the 

transistor characteristics affect mainly 𝑉𝐿 fixing capability 

and dynamic performance. For small currents, a similar error 

increase for both methods can be ascribed to the relative error 

of the DAQ board, which increases for the small voltages 

developed across the 10 Ω shunt resistor. For other current 

values, the observed differences between the two methods are 

probably due to the different impedance values seen from the 

high voltage node of the shunt resistor toward ground, which 

affect the measurement error of the DAQ board [26]. That 

difference fades away for higher currents because the 

transistor bias point moves in the linear region, leading to a 

drastic decrease of the channel impedance, a condition 

comparable with the “shunt only” method in which the 

impedance toward ground is virtually zero trough the positive 

terminal of the power supply.  

B. Dynamic Test 

For this test we used a MCP4131 7-bit digital 

potentiometer by Microchip, with a total resistance of 100 

kΩ, to emulate a fast switching load from a low power 

condition in which it consumes approximately VL/100 𝑘Ω ≈ 

30 μA, to a high power state in which it absorbs VL/100 Ω ≈ 

30 mA. An Arduino UNO board [2] was also used to control 

the digital potentiometer through SPI communication, 

switching from highest to lowest resistance value and vice 

versa every 100 μs. 

Since this test is ran at the maximum available DAQ 

sampling frequency 𝑓𝑠 = 500 kS/s in order to detect possible 

ringing, it does not make sense to report a quantitative 

analysis because DAQ requested settling times for 

multichannel measurement are not met and it would result in 

a great measurement error especially for low currents. On the 

other hand, this test shows the dynamic capability of the 

measurement setup to maintain a fixed voltage reference 

even during typical fast switching events. 

A small capacitive load CL = 100 pF has been added during 

the test in parallel to the load resistor in order to provide a 

minimal load without interfering with the small low-power 

state current. 

As it is evident from Fig. 8, the reference voltage VL 

applied to the load exhibits a very fast spike (<2 μs) during 

load transitions in the proposed scheme, which still provides 

excellent stability overall when compared to the other 

methods for the entire duration of the test. 

V. REAL-CASE APPLICATION 

The proposed technique was applied to the study of energy 

consumption of the WSN framework described in [10]. This 

section is structured as follow: in V.A the WSN node and its 

operating modes are briefly reviewed; in V.B an energy 

characterization is performed with the proposed technique; 

finally in V.C the previous characterization data are used to 

provide a design formula which allows one to choose the set 

of the WSN operating parameters for a given energy 

constraint.  

A. WSN 

The WSN, depicted in Fig. 9, relies on the use of an 

nRF24L01+ wireless modules by Nordic Semiconductor and 

an ATmega328P microcontroller, found also in the Arduino 

UNO board [2], to implement each sensor node. This design 

was motivated by the necessity of having low costs for the 

deployed network, while moving complexities to the central 

server, where more powerful hardware is easily available and 

its cost might be spread across several different applications. 

The proposed system can be used in different fields ranging 

from education [27]-[28] to automotive [29], environment 

[3], energy monitoring [30]-[31], automation and robotics. 

In general, when no measurement or transmission activity 

is required, the microcontroller and the wireless module 

should be in the lower admissible power consumption mode. 

The microcontroller runs at 1 MHz and, to save energy, it is 

put into power-down mode with the possibility of being 

awakened in two different ways: periodically by the internal 

watchdog, in a sensor configuration we call Tx mode; or upon 

reception of an external interrupt from the wireless module, 

in the Rx mode configuration. In the former case, the wireless 



module is in power-down and is awakened by the 

microcontroller; in the latter case it is standby-I mode, and is 

awakened upon reception of a radio packet. Furtherly, a third 

operational mode of the sensor node, TxRx mode, is also 

taken into consideration for a mixed behavior. A summary of 

all designed energy saving combinations for the 

microcontroller and the wireless module and respective 

current consumption measurements are reported in TABLE 

IV. Since these measurements are relative to stationary 

energy saving operation, which can be artificially prolonged 

for an indefinite time, they have been performed with a high 

precision multimeter. To extend the characterization to the 

other operating phases of the sensor node, characterized by 

fast variations of current consumption, we have used the 

proposed method, as illustrated in the following subsection.  

B. Energy consumption 

Observing energy consumption in real operating 

conditions required a high current measurement rate. Indeed, 

when the sensor node is configured to work in Tx mode, the 

microcontroller wakes up when the configured watchdog 

interval is elapsed, then checks if the desired interval between 

transmissions is also elapsed. If so, it completes the 

procedure transmitting a 32-byte packet at 2 Mbps on-air 

data-rate before returning to sleep mode. Hence, in Tx mode 

the sensor node has three operating phases: power-down of 

both microcontroller and wireless module, wake-up on 

watchdog and transmission, to which is added a fourth survey 

phase (data acquisition and processing) that has been 

measured separately for a typical procedure, consisting in one 

ADC sampling and three floating point operation for data 

conversion. 

The measurements performed with the proposed method 

on a sensor node working in Tx mode are shown in Fig. 10, 

where the fast transition of current in the watchdog and 

transmission windows can be appreciated. 

In order to compare performance of the three methods, we 

used them to measure the sensor node current at 𝑓𝑠 = 1 MS/s 

sampling frequency, obtaining three vectors  𝐈𝑆ℎ =

[𝐼𝑆ℎ,1, … , 𝐼𝑆ℎ,𝑁]
 
of 𝑁 measurements of the shunt current  𝐼𝑆ℎ, 

with 𝑁 = 108, corresponding to a 100 s observation window 

(see Fig. 11a for a one second subset). This was an 

accelerated test, because transmissions were set to a 

relatively high frequency, 1 Hz. 

Since this large data set contained hundreds of events, an 

automatic segmentation algorithm was developed to identify 

the operating phases of the sensor node in Tx mode, so 

allowing one to calculate energy consumption for each phase: 

power-down, wake-up on watchdog and transmission. 

The segmentation algorithm consists in the following 

steps, which are repeated for each measurement method. 

Firstly, a low threshold 𝑡ℎ1 = 𝑠𝑡𝑑(𝐈𝑆ℎ) and a high 

threshold 𝑡ℎ2 = max(𝐈𝑆ℎ) /2 are calculated from the 𝐈𝑆ℎ 

vector and used to calculate two raw logical masks: 
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where the greater-than operator is applied to each element of 

𝐈𝑆ℎ, so obtaining Boolean vectors 𝐌1and 𝐌𝟐 of size 𝑁. 

Ideally, a given element of 𝐌2 is true when the corresponding 

element of 𝐈𝑠ℎ is relevant to a measurement performed when 

the sensor node is transmitting. Analogously, a given element 

of 𝐌1 is true when the sensor node is not in power-down. 

These masks may still contain holes inside the event windows 

because of current fluctuations around the thresholds. Thus 

the final event mask MEVENT (Fig. 11b), which individuates the 

instants in which the sensor node is not in power-down, is 

derived from 𝐌1 using a morphological closing operation 
[32] which consists in a dilation operation ⊕ with a 

structuring element SE1 large 300 𝜇𝑠 followed by an erosion 

⊖ with the same structuring element  

 EVENT     11 1 1 1= = ( )• M M SE M SE SE  () 

A dilation operation process also applies to 𝐌2 with a 

larger 50 ms structuring element SE2, so obtaining a mask 𝐌3 

around higher consumptions instants due to transmission. A 

logical and operation, ⋀, with 𝐌EVENT is performed in order 

to individuate the entire transmission phases, which are 

characterized by an alternation of higher and lower currents, 

so obtaining the final transmission mask 𝐌TX (Fig. 11d) 
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Two more masks, power-down MPWD and watchdog event 

MWDT (Fig. 11c) are obtained as follows 
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We used the above-defined masks to perform a numerical 

integration of the current 𝐼𝑆ℎ for transmission and watchdog 

events, in order to compute the average and the standard 

deviation of the requested charge per event, whose values 

will be expressed in [Ah] instead of coulombs [C], to simplify 

their comparison with batteries’ capacity. Considering, for 

example, the computation of the transmission charge, firstly 

the transmission events are searched by individuating all the 

connected components [32] in which 𝐌𝑇𝑋 is true, so 

obtaining 𝑀 set of indices 𝐶1, … , 𝐶𝑀, where 𝑀 is the number 

of events. The charge of the 𝑚-th event is then 𝑄𝑇𝑥,𝑚 =
1

𝑓𝑠
∑ 𝐼𝑆ℎ,𝑖𝑖∈𝐶𝑚

 , from which average and standard deviation of 

the 𝑀 events is easily calculated. The charge of watchdog 

events is calculated similarly by using 𝐌𝑊𝐷𝑇 . 

The integration results are reported in Fig. 12 with a 

comparison of the three measurement methods; statistics 



have been computed over 90 identified transmission events 

and 1441 identified watchdog events. The measured average 

power-down current has been multiplied, for comparison 

purposes, by one hour and reported in Fig. 12 in [mAh] units. 

These results provide the parameters reported in TABLE V 

of Sec. V.C, which are necessary for the design formula 

proposed in that section.  

Measured values show that no data are available for 

watchdog events with INA method, since it was not able to 

detect any one. The mean values for the Tx event confirm that 

the simple shunt technique tends to underestimate the real 

current consumption since the voltage drop over the shunt 

resistor decreases the operating voltage and hence the drained 

current. On the other side, the corresponding value measured 

with the INA method is consistent with its 5 % 

overestimation error for high currents, already shown in Fig. 

6. 

Even if the 16-bit DAQ board has for the proposed method 

a current resolution of 1 LSB ≈ 1.5 μA over the specified 

range, the measured value of power-down current IPWD,Tx = 

4.93 μA (Fig. 12) is very close to the total one reported in 

TABLE IV. of 5.51 μA, whereas its standard deviation is σ ≈ 

4 LSB. In fact, using this method the main limit appears to be 

the performance of the available DAQ. Instead, the power-

down current measured with the INA method is two orders 

of magnitude far from the actual value and near the lower 

bound of the output swing of that amplifier. 

C. Battery consuption desigin formula 

In order to complete the energy analysis for the sensor 

node, a battery consumption design formula was derived 

based on current measurements. The measurements obtained 

in the previous section with the proposed method for Tx 

mode have been reported in TABLE V. in addition to the 

measurements for Rx and TxRx modes. TABLE V. lists also 

other parameters that fix sensor node operation other than 

time interval between transmissions 𝑇𝑇𝑥 and number of bytes 

transmitted 𝑁𝑇𝑥. In particular, a sensor node task model is 

used in which, before each transmission, 𝑁𝑂𝑝 operations are 

performed, each one having duration 𝑇𝑂𝑝, microcontroller 

current 𝐼𝑂𝑝 and involving sensor circuitry current 𝐼𝑆. Data of 

TABLE V can be used together with the following simple 

design formula to evaluate the hourly battery consumption of 

a WSN node based on the proposed framework 

 

1 h
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1 h
    ( )
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where 𝐼𝑃𝑤𝑑  is one of the values 𝐼𝑃𝑤𝑑,𝑇𝑥, 𝐼𝑃𝑤𝑑,𝑅𝑥 or 𝐼𝑃𝑤𝑑,𝑇𝑥𝑅𝑥 

from TABLE V. 

The expected sensor node lifetime LExp in hours is very 

simple to calculate using the given formula, since it only 

implies a division by the adopted battery capacity QBatt 

 [h] Exp Batt hQL Q=  () 

Of course the designer may use this information choosing 

the transmission intervals to obtain longer lifetimes, or 

different techniques can be exploited, such as those based on 

wireless power transmission [33] and energy harvesting from 

photovoltaic and thermoelectric generators [34] to charge the 

battery while the sensor is in power-down. 

The given design formula is a simplified expression that 

tends to under estimate the expected lifetime in conditions of 

highly intensive operations, since the power-down current 

should be multiplied by 1 hour less the sum of all other events 

duration. Furthermore, asynchronous occasional Rx events of 

the wireless module are considered negligible with respect to 

the overall current consumption; if this is not the case, an Rx 

event probability density function may be used to take into 

account also this contribution. 

Just to give a brief idea of its application, we considered a 

sensor node in TxRx mode powered by a CR2450 coin-cell 

battery (620 mAh of nominal capacity) with five different 

resistive sensors. Each one is powered through a 

microcontroller pin and read using a voltage divider with 10 

kΩ total resistance, thus the sensor circuitry current for a 3.3 

V operating voltage is IS = 330 μA when the pin output is 

high. Computed expected lifetimes are reported in Fig. 13 for 

different intervals between data transmission events and for 

a different number of averaged ADC readings per sensor. 

More than two years of battery operation can be easily 

reached when each transmitted value is the mean of 10 sensor 

readings; when 100 sensor readings are averaged, the 

transmission interval should be at least 3 minutes to obtain a 

two years lifetime. 

CONCLUSION 

We have presented an innovative high precision method 

for microcontrollers’ current consumption measurement. It 

was validated by means of static and dynamic tests that 

showed its capability to keep the load operating voltage fixed 

during the measurement process. In comparison, the use of a 

simple shunt resistor and the use of an instrumentation 

amplifier pose the following limitations. From one end, the 

requirement of measuring large as well as small currents 

flowing into small shunt resistors leads to the use of high-

gain instrumentation amplifiers, which however introduce 

inaccuracies particularly apparent at the lower bound of the 

measurement range. From the other end, the voltage drop on 

large shunt resistors changes the voltage supply of the DUT 

resulting, in the case illustrated in this paper, in consumption 

under-estimation. 

The method was applied to power consumption 

measurement of a sensor node based on a previously 



proposed WSN framework, applicable in different 

application contexts. Developed by using open source 

software and readily available electronic modules and in spite 

of its low cost, it permits the bidirectional communication 

and the report of asynchronous events to connected users. An 

algorithm for the segmentation of the measured current 

waveform in order to identify the different operating phases 

of the sensor node was also described, and was used to 

identify its power consumption model. A detailed battery 

consumption analysis was carried out, which confirmed the 

possibility of life-long operation. 
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TABLE I.   
  

Symbol Method Nominal [Ω] Measured [Ω]  
@ Tamb = 20°C 

RSh Shunt only 10 9.896 

RINA Shunt + INA 1 1.0003 

RFB Shunt + feedback 10 9.971 

 

  



TABLE II.   
  

Symbol Nominal [kΩ] Measured [kΩ] 

 @ Tamb = 20°C 

RL2 0.1 0.09925 

RL3 1 0.9979 

RL4 10 9.908 

RL5 100 98.98 

RL6 1000 984.7 

 

  



TABLE III.   
  

 

Method 

𝑉 to 𝐼𝑆ℎ 

Conversion 

Factor 

Shunt max 

Voltage  [a] 

[V] 

DAQ Input Range [V] 

 

Shunt           Load 

Shunt only 1/RSh 0.3 [-0.5  0.5] [-5  5] 

Shunt + INA [b] 1/(G·RINA) 3 [-5  5] [-5  5] 

Shunt + Feedback 1/RFB 0.3 [-0.5  0.5] [-5  5] 

a. Expected maximum shunt voltages are calculated considering a current IL = 30 mA 
b. The INA225 current monitor has been configured for a gain G = 100 

  



TABLE IV.   
   

Sensor 

mode 

       ATmega328P nRF24L01+ 

Mode Current [μA] Mode Current [μA] 

Tx Pwd/Wdt  4.38 Pwd 1.13 

Rx Pwd/Int 0.106 Standby-I 25.4 

TxRx Pwd/Wdt+Int 4.38 Standby-I 25.4 

a. Measured using an Agilent 3458A multimeter 
b. Pwd stands for power-down; Wdt and Int mean, respectively, that the internal wake-up on watch-dog and on pin interrupt are active 
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IPwd,Tx 4.93 [μA] Power-down current, sensor in Tx mode[a] 

IPwd,Rx 25.4 [μA] Power-down current, sensor in Rx mode[a] 

IPwd,TxRx 30.3 [μA] Power-down curr., sensor in TxRx mode[a] 

QWdt 31.12 [pAh] Watchdog Event 

TWdt 0.016 – 8 [s] Watchdog Interval 

QTx 5.4 [nAh] Transmission Event 

TTx - [s] Transmission Interval 

NTx - - Number of 32-byte packets 

IOp 798 [μA] Operating Event [b] [c] 

TOp 1.795 [ms] Operating Time [c] 

NOp - - Number of Operations 

IS - - Sensor circuitry current 

a. Combined microcontroller and wireless module power-down current 

b. Measured with an Agilent 3458A 8½  digital multimeter 
c. The operation consists of 1 ADC conversion and 3 floating-point calculations. The time was calculated as the average of a loop containing 100 such operations. 
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